
LAST UPDATED 25/06/2018

ITEM NO YOU SAID WE DID DATE ACTIONED ITEM CLOSED

1 Requested assistance with the up keep of Hampstead Green. Provided a large number of bulbs, manpower and also logs.
09/11/2017 Y

2 Maximise width of the Hampstead Green footpath for public 
use during the construction phase.

We relocated the line of the hoarding thereby offering a further 1m approx. in width, thus 3m width now provided.
05/03/2018 Y

3 Paint the hoarding in a more neutral colour opposed to 
Willmott Dixon's company yellow.

Painted the hoarding green where it overlooks Hampstead Green.
29/03/2018 Y

4 Look at introducing some improvements to pedestrian/traffic 
flows in the vicinity of the main hospital entrance.

Produced a 15 point plan; which included re-instating the pedestrian crossing, providing extra marshalling, improved signage 
etc.
Pedestrian crossing & additional signage now implemented.

25/03/2018 N

5 Due to light pollution, turn off the bulkhead lights (affixed to 
the hoarding) which look onto Haverstock Hill.

Turned them off permanently.
03/04/2018 Y

6 Avoid extended weekend working for the demolition in part 
and the establishment of the temporary site accommodation.

Re-scheduled the works in conjunction with the hospital thus avoiding Saturday (after 1 PM) and Sunday working.

06/04/2018 Y

7 Graffitti mounted on temporary site hoarding is unsightly. Graffitti removed and/or covered over once the hoarding in the vicinity was completed.
18/04/2018 Y

8 Concerns express regarding use of standpipe re:water 
charges, leaks and period of time of usage.

Standpipe being used for dust suppression during demoiltion & laying of piling mat due to need for high pressure and larger 
supply.
Standpipe has built-in meter with water charges being levied to Willmott Dixon. License obtained from Thames Water (No. 
TWAU12), approval given by Camden Highways. Leak rectified by turning down pressure. Period of hire expected to cease June 
2018.

23/04/2018 Y

9 The amount of advertising on the hoarding is considered 
excessive and clutters the streetscene.

Signage vastly reduced with principally directional/way finding signage largely remaining.
09/05/2018 Y

10 Albert's cross handed to Willmott Dixon to establish in 
garden area.

Cross now placed within garden area.
22/06/2018 Y

11 Suggested that artwork/visual future images be added to 
hoarding.

Hoarding to have visual future images added. Open consultation to be had with all relevant parties.

12 Meeting held with School during which added vibration 
monitoring and dust protection measures were discussed.

Dust monitor relocated to a location which is more central between the School & the site.

13 Request to introduce safety handrail onto hoarding in vicinity 
of steep footpath.

24m length of handrail now installed.
04/06/2018 Y

14 Request made to prioritise where possible that construction 
traffic use entrance/exit from Haverstock Hill Street.

Efforts being made where practicable to concentrate on using on Haverstock Hill Street for vehicular access/egress.

15 Vision Panel requesed to be inserted into site hoarding. In progress.

16 Request made for Willmott Dixon to become involved in Pond 
Street gardens.

WD have confirmed willingness and awaiting further details.

17 Improve traffic flow and pedestrian safety at the junction of 
Pond Street and the Royal Free Hospital entrance/exit.

1. New pedestrian crossing forming entrance/exit to and from the Hospital introduced to divert people from T junction.
2. Additional pedestrian wayfinding signage installed to direct people to new route.
3. Additional traffic marshalls now in place.
4. Priority given to retaining emergency access to Heart Attack Centre.
5. CCTV camera now observing junction. 

30/04/2018
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